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Congratulations to our 

Year 7 and Year 12 

Graduates... Thank you 

to all who made the 

evening a truly 

memorable occasion. 

From the Principal 
Another year passes, our children have grown and experienced life and we prepare 

for the holiday season. At the beginning of 2018 the staff collaborated and identified 

why we do what we do.  

Our purpose is to give students, living with disabilities, the greatest opportunities to 

grow and succeed in a learning environment that is respectful and values individual 

potential and a stronger future within our community. I walk around this amazing 

school in awe of the contribution every staff member makes to the betterment of 

learning, care and professionalism. 

2018 Graduates 

Congratulations to our Year 7 and Year 12 Graduates. Our end of year Graduation 

ceremony was another wonderful example of how our community comes together to 

celebrate the amazing achievements of our students.  

Sitting in my office as I type this newsletter, I’m looking out at the new Graduation 

tree planted in honour of our 2018 Graduates! Last year’s tree has matured and 

grown which is a fitting tribute to the progress we see every day.  
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Thank you to all who made the evening a truly memorable occasion. I’d like to pay special note to Leona Cox and 

her team for staging such an inspiring event. Thanks also goes to Kimberley Robinson for her speech on behalf of 

Governing Council. 

Farewells and Appointments 

ANSS will have a bit of movement in 2019. We say farewell to Tanya Oliver and Emma Jeffs and thank them for 

their service throughout the year, and wish them well in their future endeavours. A few new faces will be joining us in 

2019, including James De Palma at Pathways, and Simon Fuller who joins the Primary team. There are HR 

processes underway for appointing other teaching and SSO staff, which should be sorted through the holiday period. 

I’d like to acknowledge Wendy Hartley-Brammer and thank her for the timetabling schedule for our school. With over 

100 staff it is a monumental job. Thanks so much!  

A big thank you to our ANSS Governing Council and the numerous volunteers who give of their time and ongoing 

commitment to our school. I acknowledge the contributions of support staff, teachers, leaders, students and families 

throughout the year. May you all have a wonderful holiday. See you in 2019! 

Best wishes,  

Byron 



Junior Primary 
Ashlee Barnes 

We have had lots of fun swimming this year at the 

Strathmont Swimming Centre.  

Our swimming instructors have been working hard 

to teach us how to stay safe in the pool. We have 

used life jackets, flotation devices, goggles and 

pool noodles to learn how to swim.  

Some of the skills we have been taught this year 

included getting in and out of the pool safely, how 

to float on our backs and what to do when we need 

help in the pool.  

In the last 15 minutes of our lesson we always have 

free time to play with the pool toys. Here are some 

photos of our adventures this year at swimming. 

Swimming is normal for me. 

I'm relaxed. I'm comfortable, 

and I know my surroundings. 

It's my home.  

Michael Phelps 

Primary  

Sarah Skuse 

This term in Science we have been looking at 

what seeds need to grow. The students have 

enjoyed planting some seeds into a bag and 

placing the bags in four different locations 

around the classroom to see which location 

the seeds would grow best.  

We placed the bags on two different windows 

in the classroom, in a cupboard and outside in 

the full sun. To our surprise the seeds in the 

cupboard germinated and grew the fastest, 

however they were white, not green.   

The seeds in both of the classroom windows 

grew the best, and the seeds in full sun failed 

to grow at all. The students enjoyed looking at 

the seeds and watching them change as they 

grew.  

After two weeks we planted our seeds in the 

garden, however unfortunately they didn’t 

survive the hot weather. 

Dreams are the seeds of change. 

Nothing ever grows without a seed, 

and nothing ever changes without  

a dream.  

Debby Boone 



Senior 
Mel Muhlhan 

Over the past two terms the 7 

fantastic Senior classes: Nicole, Mel 

M, Mel E, Nathan, Dianne, Sharine 

and Amy have been actively 

fundraising for the Year 12 jumpers 

for next year.  

They have done a tremendous job 

of organizing and running a number 

of fundraising events ranging from 3 

BBQs right through to raffles to 

raise the target amount of $1666 for 

18 jumpers.  

We would like to put a huge shout 

out to all of the parents, local 

businesses and staff who have 

helped us support our events and 

for all of the generous donations 

given.   

Lastly we would also like to say a 

BIG thank you to everyone, 

especially the staff who have gone 

above and beyond to help us reach 

our target. We are so excited and 

happy to be able to wear our Year 

12 jumpers proudly next year. 

R-12 Senior 
Sharine Pritchard 

The R-12 Senior class and Melissa 

Ernesti’s Senior class have been working 

towards SACE Modified goals to plan and 

implement a Research Project: Planning a 

Graduation Party for Christopher and 

Madison.  

Students had the opportunity to meet a 

range of goals, including ‘Participate with  

 

others in a social setting’, ‘Practise 

greetings’, ‘Build relationships with peers’ 

and ‘Show respect to others’.  

The party was held on Wednesday 24 

October 2018. Students chose the 

decorations, food and songs and wrote 

invitations to their friends.  

At the party, students participated in a 

treasure hunt, eating, dancing, socialising, 

speeches and the cutting of the cake.  

As the purse is 

emptied, the heart is 

filled. 

Victor Hugo 

 

Feeling gratitude and 

not expressing it is like 

wrapping a gift and not 

giving it. 

William Arthur Ward 

We make a living by 

what we get, but we 

make a life by what  

we give. 

Winston Churchill 

I don't look to find  

an educated person in  

the ranks of university 

graduates, necessarily. 

Some of the most  

educated people I know 

have never been  

near a university. 

 
John Keegan 



We might think we are 

nurturing our garden, 

but of course it’s our 

garden that is really 

nurturing us.  

Jenny Uglow 

Senior 
Melissa Ernesti and Wendy Hartley-Brammer 

Included within our SACE Modified Health 

subject are goals which focus students to: 

‘Engage in a range of activities designed to 

enhance their emotional health and 

wellbeing’; ‘Build relationships with peers 

and others through weekly activities with 

their Senior Buddy Class’; and ‘Experience 

opportunities to make friends and show 

respect to others’. 

One of the highlights of our week is to join 

with our Buddy Class (Nicole Livingstone’s 

Senior Class) and participate in a range of 

fun fitness activities in the gym, after which 

we team together to focus on learning about 

friendships and showing respect to others. 

Throughout the year it has been inspiring  

to see student self-esteem increase and 

positive friendships flourish, where students 

have the opportunity to display respect, care 

and support for their peers and others.  

Congratulations on a top team effort! 

Primary MAC  

Kylie Scott 

Our class project this term involved planting a 

flower garden in front of our classroom. After 

reading a book about making a flower garden, 

students used a PODD to choose the colours 

of flowers they wanted for the garden.  

They looked at how much the flowers cost and 

counted out the number of $1 coins they would 

each need, using a number line. The class 

visited Bunnings where each student found 

their flower, took it to the checkout, paid for it 

and received their change.  

Students said “thank you” to the sales 

assistant, using a combination of speech, 

keyword signing and PODD. Back at school, 

PODD was used to help students understand 

the steps involved in planting flowers.  

Students each dug a hole in the dirt, took their 

flower out of its pot, put their flower in the hole, 

filled the hole back in with dirt and then 

watered their flower. Students used PODD to 

give their opinion about buying and planting 

flowers.  

Darcy thought it was “funny”, Callan thought it 

was “ok”, Amelia and Lily thought it was 

“good”, Toriana thought it was “silly”, Cooper 

thought it was “fun”, and Azalea and Blaze 

thought it was “great”. 

One of the most beautiful qualities 

of true friendship is to understand 

and to be understood. Mulțumesc! 


